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We study the remote implementation of a unitary transformation on the state of a qubit. We show the
existence of nontrivial protocols ~i.e., using less resources than bidirectional state teleportation! that allow the
perfect remote implementation of certain continuous sets of quantum operations. We prove that, up to a local
change of basis, only two subsets exist that can be implemented remotely with a nontrivial protocol: Arbitrary
rotations around a fixed direction nW and a p rotation about an arbitrary direction lying in a plane orthogonal to
nW . The former operations effectively constitute the teleportation of arbitrary angles. The overall classical
information and distributed entanglement cost required for the remote implementation depends on whether it is
known, a priori, in which of the two teleportable subsets the transformation belongs. If it is known, the optimal
protocol consumes one e-bit of entanglement and one c-bit in each direction. If it is not known in which subset
the transformation belongs, two e-bits of entanglement need to be consumed and the classical channel becomes
asymmetric with two c-bits being conveyed from Alice to Bob but only one from Bob to Alice.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.042316 PACS number~s!: 03.67.2a, 03.65.TaI. INTRODUCTION
Using entanglement as a resource is a common feature of
many tasks in quantum-information processing @1#. A ca-
nonical example of entanglement-assisted processes is pro-
vided by quantum-state teleportation @2#, where an arbitrary
qubit state can be transferred with perfect fidelity among
distant parties with the sole use of two classical bits (c-bits!
and the consumption of a distributed maximally entangled
state, i.e., one e-bit of shared entanglement. Recently we
have addressed a related problem where the aim is to teleport
across distant parties not a quantum state but a quantum
operation @3#. By this we mean the following. Alice and Bob
are set in remote locations and one of the parties, say Alice,
is given a black box with the ability of performing a very
large set of unitary transformations U on a qubit. The re-
quirement of the set of allowed transformations being very
large is imposed with the aim of excluding, by construction,
the possibility of teleporting the full black box to Bob, which
would exhaust entanglement resources very quickly. We will
say that the operation U has been teleported to Bob, or
equivalently, it has been remotely implemented if, for any
qubit state Bob may hold, a protocol involving only local
quantum operations and exchange of classical communica-
tion ~LQCC! can yield a final global state where Bob holds
the state transformed by the operation U disentangled from
any other system ~see below for a quantitative formulation!.
Our previous results show that if we want the transforma-
tion U to be an arbitrary element of the group SU~2!, then
Bob’s state must be teleported to Alice’s site where it is acted
upon by U and then the transformed state is teleported back
to Bob. Essentially Alice’s black box can only control Bob’s
state if the state is local to the box. This is hardly remote
control. We can illustrate this problem in a classical remote-
control analogy where an operation at Alice’s armchair is
required to control, via some device, the tuning circuit in1050-2947/2002/65~4!/042316~12!/$20.00 65 0423Bob’s television set. The requirement that Bob’s state be tele-
ported to Alice’s site is equivalent, in this analogy, to requir-
ing the tuning circuit to be brought to Alice for the channel
to be changed. The culprit of this result is linearity. Our
no-remote-control-theorem, therefore, belongs to the family
of no-go results imposed by the linear structure of quantum
mechanics and exemplified, for instance, by the non-cloning
theorem @4#.
However, the no-cloning theorem only forbids the cloning
of arbitrary unknown states; cloning is possible for restricted
classes containing mutually orthogonal states. What happens
if the requirement of being able to implement any U is re-
laxed? The bidirectional quantum-state teleportation ~BQST!
of every state, which is needed for implementing the opera-
tion of Alice’s black box on Bob’s qubit, consumes two
e-bits of shared entanglement and two classical bits in either
direction ~Bob to Alice and Alice to Bob!. Can we find fami-
lies of operators that can be implemented consuming less
overall resources than the BQST of every state? We should
stress that we are interested here in exploiting entanglement,
therefore any strategy that attempts the local reconstruction
of U @5# is excluded from our valid protocols. ~Indeed, in our
classical analogy, the local reconstruction of U at Bob’s site
represents Alice moving to the television set to change the
channel; this is not remote control.! In addition, we want to
keep to a minimum the available a priori information about
U. Note, in particular, that if both the form of U and Bob’s
initial state are completely known, the posed problem re-
duces to remote-state preparation @6#. Finally, we want the
procedure to work with perfect efficiency. Imperfect storage
of quantum operations has been recently discussed by Vidal
et al. @7#.
We will show that there are indeed just two restricted
classes of operations that can be implemented remotely using
less overall resources than BQST ~up to a local change of
basis!. These are arbitrary rotations around a fixed direction©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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orthogonal to nW . As a result, once the direction nW is fixed,
Alice can effectively teleport an arbitrary angle to Bob. We
have organized the paper into seven further sections. Section
II revises the necessary resources for achieving the remote
implementation of an arbitrary U. As opposed to the com-
pletely general scenario analyzed in @3#, we concentrate here
on the case of a macroscopic black box, and therefore we
exclude teleportation of the controlling device as a possible
strategy. This will allow us to set a new bound for the
amount of classical information that Bob needs to transfer to
Alice. In Sec. III, a LQCC protocol exhausting these re-
sources and achieving the maximum probability of success
allowed for arbitrary U is constructed. Remarkably, two pos-
sible sets of transformations could be implemented accu-
rately with this procedure, as discussed in Sec. IV. A geo-
metrical picture of why it is possible to engineer a final
correction step in these cases is presented in Sec. V. The
uniqueness of the subsets is proven in Sec. VI, the technical
bulk of this paper. Section VII deals with the resources trade-
off when some a priori information about the functional
form of the transformation U is provided. The final Sec. VIII
summarizes the results and proposes an experimental sce-
nario where the teleportation of angles could be demon-
strated.
II. REMOTE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ARBITRARY U:
NECESSARY RESOURCES
Assuming the black box to be a classical system, we are
seeking a protocol with the following structure @3#:
G2UG1~ ux&aAB ^ uc&b)5uF~x!&aAB ^ Uuc&b , ~1!
where certain fixed operations G1 and G2 are performed,
respectively, prior to and following the action of the arbitrary
U on a qubit a on Alice’s side. The fact that the operation G1
has to be nontrivial follows from the results of Nielsen and
Chuang when analyzing universal programmable gates @8#.
We assume that Alice and Bob share initially some entangle-
ment, represented by the joint state ux&aAB . The purpose of
the protocol is to end up with Bob holding a qubit in the
transformed state Uuc&b , for any initial state uc&b and with
perfect efficiency. Note that the final distributed state involv-
ing the remaining subsystems aAB is independent of both U
and uc&b @3#. As in @3#, it will convenient to use a nonlocal
unitary representation of the transformation, with G1 and G2
being unitary operators acting on possibly all subsystems.
Their dimensionality will depend on the specific protocol.
For instance, a possible solution, while, in principle, not nec-
essarily optimal, corresponds to each Gi being a state tele-
portation process. In the following we will establish lower
bounds on the amount of classical communication and the
amount of entanglement required for the teleportation of an
arbitrary unitary transformation. Our argument employs the
principle that entanglement cannot be increased under LQCC
to show that two e-bits are necessary and it uses the impos-
sibility of superluminal communication to demonstrate that04231two classical bits have to be sent from Alice to Bob and at
least one bit has to be transferred from Bob to Alice.
Assume that we could teleport any arbitrary operation U
from Alice to Bob. Therefore, a universal protocol involving
operations G1 and G2 would yield the outcome uF(x)&aAB
^ Uuc&b , independently of the actual form of U. It is easy to
show that then it would also be possible to implement re-
motely an arbitrary controlled-U gate. By this we mean that
the remote implementation of U is performed conditionally
on the state of a certain control qubit c, so that the action of
the black box is to apply the identity if the control qubit is
state u0&c and to apply U when the control bit is state u1&c .
That is, Eq. ~1! is replaced by
G2UcG1~ uc&c ^ ux&aAB ^ uc&b)5uF~x!&aAB ^ ~c0u0&c ^ 1uc&b
1c1u1&c ^ Uuc&b), ~2!
where
Uc5u0&cc^0u ^ 11u1&cc^1u ^ U , ~3!
and uc&c5c0u0&c1c1u1&c is an arbitrary state of the control
qubit, which, without loss of generality, can be assumed to
be part of the black box and therefore unaffected by the
action of the operations Gi , (i51,2). Let us decompose the
global state after the application of G1 as follows:
uc&c ^ G1~ ux&aAB ^ uc&b)5~c0u0&c1c1u1&c) ^ ~ u0&auj0&ABb
1u1&auj1&ABb), ~4!
where the, possibly distributed, states uj i&ABb are neither nec-
essarily orthogonal not normalized. The action of Uc brings
this state onto
Uc~c0u0&c1c1u1&c) ^ ~ u0&auj0&ABb1u1&auj1&ABb)
5c0u0&c~1u0&auj0&ABb11u1&auj1&ABb)
1c1u1&c~Uu0&auj0&ABb1Uu1&auj1&ABb). ~5!
Now, the subsequent action of the operation G2 gives the
transformation law Eq. ~2! provided that Eq. ~1! holds for
every qubit transformation U.
A simple controlled-U operation is not yet sufficient for
our argument but we have to introduce a slightly more in-
volved gate. Assume now that we have two control qubits, c
and c8, on Alice’s side and consider again Bob’s qubit as the
target. We will apply a particular operation, which we call a
controlled Pauli gate ~CP gate!. This gate applies one of the
four Pauli spin operators on the target qubit depending on the
state of the two control qubits and can be written as
UCP5u00&^00u ^ 11u01&^01u ^ sx1u10&
3^10u ^ sy1u11&^11u ^ sz , ~6!
where we have omitted the subscripts cc8 to make the nota-
tion lighter. Given that we are assuming that Alice can tele-
port any unitary operation to Bob, we can therefore imple-
ment a CP gate between Alice and Bob with Alice acting as
the control. We will demonstrate that the CP gate can be used6-2
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Bob, a state that contains two shared e-bits. To this end,
assume that Bob holds two particles in the maximally en-
tangled state uf1&B5u00&B1u11&B and that Alice holds her
two control particles in the state u00&1u01&1u10&1u11&.
The result of the CP operation is
UCP~ u00&1u01&1u10&1u11&)cc8^ ~ u00&1u11&)B
5u00&cc8~ u00&1u11&)B1u01&cc8~ u01&1u10&)B
1iu10&cc8~ u01&2u10&)B1u11&cc8~ u00&2u11&)B ,
~7!
which contains two e-bits of entanglement shared between
Alice and Bob. As entanglement does not increase under
LQCC, and the teleportation of U has been done using only
LQCC, we conclude that the teleportation of a general U
requires at least two e-bits.
Now let us proceed to show that the teleportation of an
unknown U also requires the transmission of two classical
bits from Alice to Bob. The idea of the proof is to show that
for each application of the CP gate, Alice can transmit two
classical bits of information. This implies that the implemen-
tation of the CP gate requires two bits of classical commu-
nication between Alice and Bob as otherwise we would be
able to establish a superluminal channel between the two
parties following an argument analogous to that presented in
the original teleportation paper @2#. Imagine the following
protocol. Alice encodes four messages in binary notation as
u00&,u01&,u10& ,u11& in two of her control qubits. Assume that
Bob holds two particles in state uf1&B5u00&1u11& as be-
fore. The CP gate is applied between Alice’s particle and the
first of Bob’s particles ~using the teleportation procedure of
an unknown operation!. Depending on the state in which
Alice has prepared her two control qubits, Bob will subse-
quently hold one of the four Bell states, which are mutually
orthogonal. Therefore he is able to infer Alice’s message and
two classical bits have been transmitted. As a result, the
implementation of the teleportation of an unknown U has to
include the transmission of two bits of classical information
from Alice to Bob. Consider now the case when the first of
Alice’s qubits is kept in a fixed state, for instance, in state
u0&. The implementation of a controlled Pauli operation is
now equivalent to implementing a controlled-NOT gate be-
tween Alice’s second qubit and Bob’s qubit @9#. When Alice
prepares the state u1&c5u0&1u1&, the action of a controlled-
NOT gate with Bob’s qubit being in either state u1&B or in
state u2&B is given by
u1&cu1&B°u1&cu1&B ,
u1&cu2&B°u2&cu2&B . ~8!
Therefore, this operation allows Bob to transmit one bit of
information to Alice and, as a consequence, the teleportation
of U requires at least one bit of communication from Bob to
Alice. Summarizing, the physical principles of nonincrease
of entanglement under LQCC and the impossibility of super-
luminal communication allow us to establish lower bounds04231in the resources required for teleporting an unknown quan-
tum operation on a qubit. At least two e-bits of entanglement
have to be consumed. In addition, this quantum channel has
to be supplemented by a two-way classical communication
channel, which, in principle, could be nonsymmetric. While
consistency with causality requires two classical bits being
transmitted from Alice to Bob, the lower bound for the
amount of classical information transmitted from Bob to Al-
ice has been found to be one bit. Note that the arguments
used in @3# did not yield a nonzero lower bound for the
amount of classical information conveyed from Bob to Alice.
This situation would correspond to a strategy where the tele-
portation of the whole controlling device is a possible solu-
tion. Obviously, in this case, Bob does not need to commu-
nicate with Alice. One of the consequences of the main result
in @3# is that the transmission of just one classical bit from
Bob to Alice is not sufficient if the protocol is meant to work
for an arbitrary U. We showed that each operation Gi neces-
sarily involves a state transfer between the remote parties
and therefore, given that quantum-state teleportation can be
proven to be optimal, the classical communication cost of the
remote control process is two bits in each direction. We will
analyze now what happens if the requirement of universality
is removed and characterize the sets of transformations that
can be implemented remotely without resorting to BQST.
III. OPTIMAL NONTRIVIAL PROTOCOL FOR THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ARBITRARY U
As explained in detail above, the basic principles estab-
lishing the impossibility of superluminal communication and
the impossibility of increasing entanglement under LQCC
allow us to set the necessary resources for implementing a
universal remote-control protocol: Two shared e-bits be-
tween Alice and Bob, two c-bits conveyed from Alice to
Bob, one c-bit conveyed from Bob to Alice.
We will now show that a protocol can be built, which
saturates these bounds and achieves 50% efficiency for the
remote implementation of an arbitrary U. Given that the op-
timal protocol consumes two classical bits from Bob to Al-
ice, this is the maximum probability of success if only one
bit is conveyed in that direction.
Our starting point can, therefore, be chosen as a pure state
of the form
ux&AB5uf1&AB ^ uf1&AB ^ uc&b
5
1
A2
~ u00&1u11&)AB ^
1
A2
~ u00&
1u11&)AB ^ ~au0&1bu1&)b , ~9!
where Alice and Bob share two maximally entangled states
and Bob holds a qubit in an arbitrary state uc&b5au0&b
1bu1&b . In the following we may omit at times the sub-
scripts referring to the parties A and B as well as global
normalization factors to make notation lighter whenever
there is no risk of confusion. The aim of the protocol is to
end up with Bob holding the transformed state Uuc&b , the
operation U being applied only on Alice’s side.6-3
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Let us keep, for the moment, one of the shared e-bits
intact. The remaining part of the initial state can be rewritten
as
au0&Au00&Bb1bu0&Au01&Bb1au1&Au10&Bb1bu1&Au11&Bb ,
where the first qubit belongs to Alice and the other two to
Bob. We now perform a controlled-NOT operation on Bob’s
side using his shared part of the e-bit as a control. After this
operation, they share the joint state
~au00&AB1bu11&AB) ^ u0&b1~au11&AB1bu00&AB) ^ u1&b .
Bob now measures his second qubit in the computational
basis. If the result is 0, they do nothing, if it is 1, both Alice
and Bob perform a spin flip on their qubits. As a result, Alice
and Bob now share the partially entangled state
au00&AB1bu11&AB .
In this way we have managed to make the coefficients a , b
‘‘visible’’ to Alice’s side or, in other words, we have distrib-
uted the amplitudes a and b onto the channel. Note that this
part of the protocol has already made use of one e-bit. In
addition, one classical bit of information has been conveyed
from Bob to Alice.
B. Local actions on Alice’s side
We now make use of the extra e-bit we have kept alone so
far. The global state of the system can be written as
~au00&AB1bu11&AB) ^ ~ u00&AB1u11&AB).
Alice applies the transformation U to one of her qubits. With
this, the global state reads
@a~Uu0&A!u0&B1b~Uu1&A)u1&B] ^ ~ u00&AB1u11&AB).
~10!
The remaining part of the protocol mimics quantum-state
teleportation with Alice performing a Bell measurement on
her side. This procedure makes use of the extra e-bit and
involves the transmission of two classical bits of information
from Alice to Bob. We will see in the following that as a
result of this protocol, Bob ends up holding a two-qubit state
of the form
~aUu0&1bUu1&) ^ u0&1~aUu0&2bUu1&) ^ u1&
5U~ uc&) ^ u0&1U~szuc&) ^ u1&. ~11!
A final projective measurement on Bob’s side yields the cor-
rect transformed state with 50% probability, the maximum
allowed when the transformation U is completely arbitrary
and only one bit is conveyed from Alice to Bob.
1. Detailed steps
For our purposes, it suffices to parametrize the transfor-
mation U as a generic unimodular matrix, i.e., an arbitrary
rotation on a qubit of the form04231U5S a b
2b* a*D , ~12!
where the coefficients a and b obey the unimodular con-
straint uau21ubu251. Using the Bell basis uf6&A5u00&A
6u11&A ,uc6&A5u01&A6u10&A for Alice’s qubits, we can re-
write the joint state given by Eq. ~10! as follows:
uf1&A ^ ~au0&BUu0&B1bu1&BUu1&B)
1uf2&A ^ ~1^ sz!~au0&BUu0&B1bu1&BUu1&B)
1uc1&A ^ ~1^ sx!~au0&BUu0&B1bu1&BUu1&B)
1uc2&A ^ ~1^ sxsz!~au0&BUu0&B1bu1&BUu1&B).
~13!
Alice now performs a Bell measurement on her two qubits
and informs of her results to Bob using a classical channel.
Accordingly to Alice’s measurement outcomes, Bob per-
forms on his second qubit the same operations as those cor-
responding to the protocol of quantum-state teleportation. As
a result of this procedure, he always ends up holding the
following two-qubit pure state ~dropping the subscripts B):
au0&~au0&1bu1&)1bu1&~2b*u0&1a*u1&),
which, after a local Hadamard transformation on the first
qubit, reads
u0& ^ ~aUu0&1bUu1&)1u1& ^ ~aUu0&2bUu1&).
A final projective measurement on the first qubit leaves Bob
holding the correct transformed state by U whenever the
measurement outcome is 0. However, in the case that the
local measurement throws the outcome 1, Bob would hold
the wrong state aUu0&2bUu1& and, provided that U is com-
pletely arbitrary, he cannot restore this state to the correct
form. As a result, the protocol is successful in 50% of the
cases. Note that this is the maximum efficiency we can ex-
pect when only one bit is conveyed from Bob to Alice. It is
a remarkable fact, and a direct consequence of the linearity
of quantum mechanics @3#, that no protocol different from
bidirectional quantum-state teleportation can achieve the re-
mote implementation of any arbitrary operation on a qubit.
But, are there sets of transformations for which it is possible
for Bob to restore the final state to the correct form aUu0&
1bUu1&?
IV. RESTRICTED SET OF OPERATIONS
As discussed in detail in the preceding section, with prob-
ability 50%, Bob is left holding the wrong transformed state
aUu0&2bUu1&5Uszuc&. ~14!
Given that the transformation U given by Eq. ~12! is com-
pletely unknown to him, no subsequent local action can yield
the correct transformed state U(uc&) for every U. However,
it is clear from the above expression that there are cases6-4
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possible. Formally, we are seeking an operator V such that
VUszuc&5eidUuc& ~15!
for any uc&, g being a real parameter. Therefore, the follow-
ing operator identity must hold:
VU5eidUsz . ~16!
We can immediately identify a set of transformations that
can be remotely implemented. If we set V5sz , the two
possible unimodular solutions to Eq. ~16! are given by ~up to
a local change of basis! @10#
Ucom5S a 00 a*D 5eifsz, ~17!
with a5eif, that is, the set of operations that commute with
sz , or transformations of the form
Uanti5S 0 b2b* 0 D 5sxei(f1p/2)sz, ~18!
with b5eif, which anticommutes with sz , i.e., are linear
combinations of the Pauli operators sx and sy . Any opera-
tion within this family can be teleported with 100% effi-
ciency using a protocol that employs less resources than
BQST. We can physically interpret the set of allowed trans-
formations as arbitrary rotations around the z axis and rota-
tions by p around any axis lying within the equatorial plane.
The complete protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1. We will
illustrate in the following section, using the Bloch-sphere
representation for qubits, how it can be easily visualized why
a universal correction by means of the application of the
operator sz is possible is these cases.
There is still an important question that remains to be
addressed. Are the sets of operations we have just described
the only ones that can be implemented remotely by nontrivial
means? We will postpone the issue of uniqueness till Sec. VI.
FIG. 1. Quantum circuit illustrating the protocol for the remote
implementation of the operator Uj , which is either Ucom or Uanti ,
on the state of Bob’s qubit. Wiggly lines represent shared entangle-
ment and dotted lines stand for the exchange of classical informa-
tion following the measurement of the observable enclosed in the
half-ovoid symbol. Operations implemented after classical informa-
tion has been exchanged are represented by squared boxes. Bell
measurements are denoted by B and Hadamard transformations by
H. The whole protocol prior to and following the action of Uj has a
unitary representation Gi(i51,2).04231V. GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION
The aim of this section is just to provide an intuitive geo-
metrical picture in order to visualize which transformations
can be implemented remotely by nontrivial means and illus-
trate the role of the final restoration step on Bob’s side. Let
us consider first a very simple scenario in which Bob is hold-
ing a qubit state lying in the equatorial plane of the Bloch
sphere,
uc&5au0&1bu1&5
1
A2
~ u0&1eizu1&). ~19!
Imagine now that the transformation we want to implement
remotely is just a spin flip, i.e., U5sx ~obviously Alice does
not know this!. In this case, given that the Pauli operator
anticommutes with sz , the protocol described in the preced-
ing section will result in Bob holding the correct transformed
state sxuc&. If Bob follows the prescribed rules, prior to the
final correction step with 50% probability he holds the cor-
rect transformed state Uuc& and with 50% probability he
holds the erroneous state
aUu0&2bUu1&5UF 1A2 ~ u0&2eizu1&)G . ~20!
Therefore, we can also consider the erroneous transformed
state as the transform by U of the qubit state uc¯ &5szuc&.
Which state Bob ends up holding depends on a certain mea-
surement outcome and therefore he knows whether a subse-
quent correction step is necessary or not. The relative posi-
tion of the Bloch vectors representing the initial states uc&
and uc¯ & and their transformed vectors by U are shown in Fig.
1. In this case, states uc& and uc¯ & are orthogonal and their
associated Bloch vectors lie opposite in the equatorial plane
of the Bloch sphere. The action of U preserves the relative
orientation and the Bloch vectors associated with the trans-
formed states by U, dashed lines in the figure, are opposite as
well. The key point is that a subsequent application of the
operation sz onto the wrong transformed state just flips its
Bloch vector and yields the correct state. These consider-
ations may sound rather trivial but it is all we need to intu-
itively understand how the protocol works in the general
case.
Imagine now that the transformation U is not simply a
Pauli operator but a transformation of the general form given
by Eq. ~12!. Assuming that Bob’s state lies initially in the
equatorial plane, as before, the Bloch vector corresponding
to the state transformed by U no longer lies on the equator of
the Bloch sphere and has, in general, a nonzero z component
Sz5uau22ubu2 ~we have defined Si5tr rs i). However, this
component is equal to zero if the transformation U either
commutes or anticommutes with sz ~operations of the form
Ucom or Uanti) . In this case, we recover the situation dis-
cussed before. The transformed Bloch vectors lie opposite
along some direction contained in the equatorial plane and a
final step via the application of sz restores the wrong trans-
formed state to the correct one.6-5
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general case, where Bob holds an arbitrary qubit state, is to
parametrize it as a generic spinor and split the representation
in terms of the associated Bloch vectors into two components
as follows:
r5uc&^cu5
1
2 ~11Sxsx1Sysy1Szsz!. ~21!
Analogously, the wrong transformed state can be thought of
as obtained from U acting upon the state
r¯5uc¯ &^c¯ u5
1
2 ~12Sxsx2Sysy1Szsz!, ~22!
so we can write the erroneous transformed state as
Ur¯U†5
1
2 @12U~Sxsx1Sysy!U
†1USzszU†# . ~23!
Consider the case where the transformation U commutes
with the action of sz . When Bob applies the final correction
step, the transformed state reads
szUr¯U†sz5
1
2 @12szU~Sxsx1Sysy!U
†sz
1szUSzszU†sz#
5
1
2 @11U~Sxsx1Sysy!U
†1USzszU†#
5UrU†, ~24!
where we have taken into account that Pauli operators anti-
commute among themselves and that s251. A similar argu-
ment holds for the case where U anticommutes with sz .
Resuming our geometrical picture, in the general case, the
corresponding Bloch vectors associated with the states uc&
and uc¯ & have the same z component while the corresponding
projections onto the equatorial plane lie opposite. Therefore,
under the action of a transformation U, which either com-
mutes or anticommutes with sz , we recover the situation
discussed at the beginning of this section and a final correc-
tion by means of applying the operation sz restores the cor-
rect transformed state.
VI. CHARACTERIZATION OF SETS THAT ALLOW
REMOTE IMPLEMENTATION WITHOUT
BIDIRECTIONAL STATE TELEPORTATION
So far we have identified two sets of transformations that
can be implemented remotely without resorting to BQST of
every state. However, the procedure by which they have been
identified does not allow one to draw any conclusion as far
as their uniqueness is concerned. This is the aim of this sec-
tion. To do this we first establish necessary conditions for
avoiding BQST and then we show the uniqueness of the two
sets of transformations.04231A. Necessary conditions for avoiding BQST
Let the set of operators that can be remotely implemented
on Bob’s qubit be labeled as U. We know @3# that if U is the
full set of unimodular operations on a qubit, the protocol
necessarily teleports the state of Bob’s qubit to Alice, that is,
every state undergoes BQST. In contrast, in the protocol de-
scribed in Sec. III, where U contains operators of the form
Eqs. ~17! and ~18!, it is easy to show that only the two
orthogonal states u0& and u1& undergo BQST. In this section
we examine the relationship between the size of the set U and
the number of states that undergo BQST. From this we show
that if Bob is restricted to sending one c-bit to Alice, then the
set U comprises two particular subsets.
1. Subsets of operators
In @3# we showed that if the teleported operation U is
arbitrary, that is, U is the full set of unimodular operations,
then the final state of the ancilla is independent of U. How-
ever, here the set of operators is restricted and so the final
state of the ancilla may depend on which operation is tele-
ported. Hence we reexpress the operation of the black box as
@cf. Eq. ~1!#
G2UnG1~ ux&aABuc&b)5uF~x ,Un!&aABUnuc&b ~25!
for UnPU. We know that the final state uF(x ,Un)&aAB is
independent of uc&b by the same arguments presented in our
previous work @3#.
Consider action of the gate for a linear combination of
operators U5(ncnUn , where U ,UnPU,
G2UnG1ux&aABuc&b5(
n
cnG2UnG1ux&aABuc&b
5(
n
cnuF~x ,Un!&aABUnuc&b ,
which equals uF(x ,U)&aABUuc&b only if uF(x ,Un)&aAB is
independent of Un . In other words, linearly dependent op-
erators share the same final state. This final state may depend
on set of linearly dependent control operators, however. In-
deed, we subdivide the set U into subsets
U5U (1)łU (2)ł ,
FIG. 2. Geometrical interpretation of the restoration to the cor-
rect transformed state when the transformation U belongs to a re-
stricted set. Subindex t refers to the transformed states by the uni-
tary transformation while subindex w refers to the erroneous state.
See the text for details.6-6
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that is, the set U (n) only contains operators Ui(n) indexed by
i, for which
uF~x ,Uk
(n)!&5uF~x ,U j
(n)!&5uF (n)~x!&.
Here, and in the remainder of this section, we use the super-
script ‘‘(n)’’ to label a subset and its elements. It follows that
the subsets U (n) are linearly independent in the sense that an
operator in one subset cannot be written as a linear combi-
nation of operators from it and other sets. Also, the subsets
are clearly disjoint as each operator UPU belongs to one and
only one subset U (n). Since there are a maximum of four
linearly independent operators on the two-dimensional state
space, there are thus a maximum of four subsets U (n),U.
2. Special case G1˜1
It is interesting to consider the special case where G151.
We show that for this case there are a maximum of four
operators that can be teleported. Consider two operators U1
(n)
and U2
(m) and choose an orthogonal pair of states ^cuc’&
50 such that
U1
(n)uc&5uf&, ~26!
U2
(m)uc’&5uf8&, ~27!
where ^fuf8&Þ0 and Ui
(k)PU (k). The fact that this is pos-
sible is proved in the Appendix. Thus, we can write
U1
(n)ux&aABuc&b5G2
†uF (n)~x!&aABU1
(n)uc&b
5G2
†uF (n)~x!&aABuf&b , ~28!
U2
(m)ux&aABuc’&b5G2
†uF (m)~x!&aABU1
(m)uc’&b
5G2
†uF (m)~x!&aABuf8&b . ~29!
The inner product of the left-hand sides of Eqs. ~28! and ~29!
is zero and so
05^F (n)~x!uF (m)~x!&aAB^fuf8&b . ~30!
But if n5m , then ^F (n)(x)uF (m)(x)&aAB51 and Eq. ~30!
cannot be satisfied. We conclude that each subset contains
only one operator.
Also, if nÞm ~i.e., different subsets! then Eq. ~30! im-
plies ^F (n)(x)uF (m)(x)&aAB50 and so the final ancilla
states are orthogonal. The number of operators that can be
teleported therefore depends on the dimension of the ancilla
state space. Provided this can be made large enough, there
will be a maximum of four operators that can be teleported
with G151 ~because there are a maximum of four linearly
independent subsets!.
The fact that the final states of the ancilla are orthogonal
for different operators means that the operators themselves
are orthogonal. Imagine that Alice has a son called Bobby in
her laboratory. She teleports the operator to Bobby and to-
gether they examine the final state of their ~local! ancilla.
From this they can determine which operator Alice tele-04231ported. Alice can communicate this to Bob using two classi-
cal bits of information, and Bob can then carry out locally
the corresponding operation on his qubit.
Hence the special case G151 leads to a trivial, classical
remote-control scenario. For the remainder of this paper we
only consider the case where G1Þ1.
3. Conditions for the BQST of a state
We now look at a sufficient condition on the set U for the
BQST of a state. This will give us a necessary condition for
avoiding BQST for a set of states. Choose U (n)PU (n) and let
U (n)uc&5uf&. ~31!
Thus we have
G2U (n)G1ux&aABuc&b5uF (n)~x!&aABU (n)uc&b
5uF (n)~x!&aABuf&b ~32!
and so
G1ux&aABuc&b5@U (n)#†G2
†uF (n)~x!&aABuf&b . ~33!
Next we construct the unimodular operator Q(u ,uj&) as fol-
lows:
Q~u ,uj&)[eiuuj&^ju1e2iu~12uj&^ju! ~34!
for uÞ0,p ,2p , . . . and an arbitrary ~normalized! state uj&.
This operator has the property that
Q~u ,uf&)U (n)5U (n)Q~u ,uc&).
If U (n)Q(u ,uc&)PU (n) then we can replace U (n) in Eq. ~32!
with U (n)Q(u ,uc&) and obtain from Eq. ~33!
Q~u ,uf&a)G1ux&aABuc&b5@U (n)#†G2†uF (n)~x!&aABU (n)
3Q~u ,uc&b)uc&b
5eiu@U (n)#†G2
†uF (n)~x!&aABuf&b .
~35!
Comparing Eq. ~33! with Eq. ~35! shows that G1ux&aABuc&b
is an eigenstate of Q(u ,uc&a), i.e.,
G1ux&aABuc&b5uc&a ^ 
or, in other words, that the state of Bob’s qubit is necessarily
teleported to Alice by the operation of G1. Note that if
U (n)Q(u ,uc&) belongs to a different subset, say U (m) with
mÞn , then instead of Eq. ~35! we get
Q~u ,uf&a)G1ux&aABuc&b5@U (n)#†G2†uF (m)~x!&aABU (n)
3Q~u ,uc&b)uc&b
5eiu@U (n)#†G2
†uF (m)~x!&aABuf&b
Þeiu@U (n)#†G2
†uF (n)~x!&aABuf&b6-7
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qubit operated on by U (n). Hence we can state a sufficient
condition for BQST as follows: BQST occurs for a state uc&
when at least one value of uÞ0,p ,2p , . . . can be found
such that U (n)Q(u ,uc&)PU (n) for at least one operator
U (n)PU (n) for any U (n),U.
Consider, for the moment, the case where we insist that
none of the states uc& undergo BQST. This requires that
U (n)Q(u ,uc&)„U (n) for all uc&, all U (n)PU (n), all U (n)PU,
and all uÞ0,p ,2p , . . . . The set of Q(u ,uc&) for all uc& and
all uÞ0,p ,2p , . . . is the set of all unimodular operators
minus the set of operators that are proportional to the iden-
tity. Assume for the moment that U (n) contains the two op-
erators U1
(n)
, U2
(n) where U1
(n)ÞeiqU2
(n) for any real q . We
can set Q(u ,uc&)5@U1(n)#†U2 for an appropriate choice of
uc& and u , and so U1
(n)Q(u ,uc&)5U2(n)PU (n). This means
that the state uc& would be BQST contradicting our starting
point. Clearly if no states are to undergo BQST then each
subset U (n) cannot contain more than one operator ~up to an
imaginary phase factor!. Hence, for the case where no states
are BQST, U contains at most four linearly independent op-
erators. We note that if the four operators are orthogonal ~i.e.,
related to the identity operator and four Pauli operators by a
fixed transformation! Alice may distinguish between them
using local means and thus send two classical bits to Bob
who could then implement locally the appropriate operation
on his qubit. This, like the G151 case, is trivial, classical
remote control and so we do not consider it further.
Returning to the more general case, one can see from Eq.
~34! that Q(u ,uc&)5Q(2u ,uc’&) where ^c’uc&50 and so
if uc& undergoes BQST then so too are the states orthogonal
to uc&. Nontrivial remote control therefore necessarily incurs
BQST for at least one pair of orthogonal states. Bob can
communicate one classical bit to Alice by preparing his qubit
in one of a pair of orthogonal states and stopping the proto-
col after G1. The scheme we are most interested in is where
Bob sends exactly one classical bit of information to Alice.
Henceforth we only consider the case where exactly one pair
of orthogonal states undergo BQST with all other states
avoiding BQST.
4. BQST of a single pair of states
For brevity we take the pair of orthogonal states that are
BQST to be the computational basis states: u0&, u1&. ~It is
straightforward to generalize our analysis to an arbitrary
pair.! All other states uc8&, arbitrary normalized superposi-
tions of u0& and u1&, do not undergo BQST. We can write this
as
Ui
(n)Q~u ,uc8&)„U (n),
or, equivalently,
Q~u ,uc8&)„@Ui(n)#†U (n)
for all uÞ0,p ,2p , . . . , all uc8&Þu0& ,u1& , all Ui
(n)PU (n),
and all subsets U (n),U. The set of operators $Q(u ,uc8&)%
here is the set of all unimodular operators not diagonalized04231by u0& ,u1& . Hence each set @Ui
(n)#†U (n) contains operators
that are diagonalized by u0&,u1&. Thus all elements of each
subset U (n),U have the form
Uw
(n)5U0
(n)~eiwu0&^0u1e2iwu1&^1u!
5U0
(n)Q~w ,u0&)
5U0
(n)eiwsz. ~36!
If the subsets U (n) are the largest possible ~i.e., U (n) contains
the operators Uw
(n) for all w) then there are a maximum
of two subsets U (n),U. To see this consider an arbitrary,
unimodular, linear combination of the elements of two sub-
sets U (1) and U (2),
U5xU0
(1)eiwsz1yU0
(2)eigsz,
where x and y are real numbers. We can write this as
@U0
(1)#†U5xeiwsz1y@U0
(1)#†U0
(2)eigsz
or, in matrix form, as
F c d
2d* c*G5xF e
iw 0
0 e2iwG1yF ae
ig be2ig
2b*eig a*e2igG ,
where
@U0
(1)#†U5F c d
2d* c*G ,
@U0
(1)#†U0
(2)5F a b
2b* a*G .
Clearly, ye2ig5d/b and xeiw5c2yaeig, which can be
solved for real values of x , y , w , and g for arbitrary c and d
satisfying ucu21udu251. This shows that every unimodular
operator U85@U0
(1)#†U , and hence every unimodular opera-
tor U5U0
(1)U8, can be written in terms of a linear combina-
tion of operators in the subsets U (1) and U (2). These two
subsets are, therefore, the only linearly independent subsets.
We note that choosing U0
(1)51 and U0
(2)5sx in Eq. ~36!
yields the two sets of operators defined in Eqs. ~17! and ~18!.
We sum up this section: To avoid BQST for all states, the
set of control operators must be restricted to a set of a maxi-
mum of four linearly independent operators; if one state un-
dergoes BQST then so are the states orthogonal to it; if Bob
is restricted to sending one classical bit to Alice then only
one pair of orthogonal states can undergo BQST and the set
of control operations U can be divided into a maximum of
four subsets U (n),U whose elements have the form Eq. ~36!;
if the subsets U (n) in Eq. ~36! contain operators Ub(n) for all b
then only two subsets are possible.
Finally, we note that these conditions on the set U of
controlled operators are necessary for avoiding the BQST of
various states. They are not sufficient conditions because G1
and G2 can be chosen to perform BQST for all states, irre-
spective of the restrictions on U.6-8
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for nontrivial remote implementation
In this section we now complete the characterization of
the classes of transformations that can be implemented with-
out BQST. We will show that a protocol that consumes two
shared e-bits plus two bits of classical communication from
A to B plus one bit of classical communication from B to A
~i.e., a ‘‘221’’ protocol! for teleportation of unitary operations
is only possible when the operations are drawn from the
following two sets:
F S eif 00 e2ifD ,fPRG , set A, ~37!
F S a b
2b* a*D S e
if 0
0 e2ifD ,fPRG , set B ~38!
under the constraint that either uau51 ~trivial! or ubu51.
Any other choices will require more resources.1 Together
with the results from the preceding section this then con-
cludes our characterization of those operations that allow for
nontrivial remote implementation.
As outlined in Sec. II and used throughout this paper the
most general protocol is given by
G2UG1ux&aABuc&b5ux¯ &aAB~Uuc&)b , ~39!
where without loss of generality the state ux& is a tensor-
product state. For whatever form of G1 we can always write
Eq. ~39! as
G2UG1ux&aABuc&b5G2~~Uu0&a!uF0&AB1~Uu1&a)uF1&AB)
5ux¯ &aAB~Uuc&)b . ~40!
We chose the notation uc&5au0&1bu1& and note that ux¯ & is
independent from both f and uc&, but may of course depend
on a and b. From normalization we have ^F0uF0&
1^F1uF1&51. If we now evaluate Eq. ~40! for two unitaries
U1 ,U2 from the above sets, Eqs. ~37! and ~38!, we can ob-
tain the following scalar product:
(
i j
^iuU2
†U1u j&^F iuF j&5~ uau2^0uU2†U1u0&
1ubu2^1uU2
†U1u1&
1ab*^1uU2
†U1u0&
1a*b^0uU2
†U1u1&!^x¯ 2ux¯ 1&.
~41!
The proof proceeds in essentially two steps. First we will
demonstrate that in the protocol the operation G1 will gen-
1Of course we have, in addition, the freedom of choice of basis,
i.e., we can change all the above sets jointly by a fixed basis
change, but that is a trivial freedom.04231erally create an entangled state between the qubit U is acting
upon the rest of the systems. Up to local rotations any en-
tangled state is of the form ru00&1su11& . In the basis where
the entangled state can be written like this we will then show
that when U acts on it we can only find a G2 that recovers
Uuc& if either uau51 or ubu51. This then concludes the
proof.
Step 1. We assume that there is no entanglement generated
by G1. Given that the set of transformations that we want to
teleport is nontrivial, i.e., they are generally nonorthogonal,
the transformation G1 has to be nontrivial. This implies, in
particular, that a strategy of distinguishing the unitaries is not
possible. Therefore we cannot have the situation that uF0&
5uF1&5uc& for all unitaries U.2
Now let us assume that G1 does not generate an entangled
state, which requires that
uF0&5
x8
y8
uF1&. ~42!
Under this assumption we will now demonstrate that then
x8/y85a/b . To this end let us make the special choice U2
51, which simplifies the analysis and is sufficient to gener-
ate the desired result. Then we have
^0uU1u0&ux8u21^1uU1u1&uy8u21^0uU1u1&~x8!*y8
1^1uU1u0&x8~y8!*
5~ uau2^0uU1u0&1ubu2^1uU1u1&1ab*^1uU1u0&
1a*b^0uU1u1&!g , ~43!
where g depends on whether U1 is chosen from set A(g
51) or set B (g to be determined below!. Therefore,
^0uU1u0&~ ux8u22guau2!1^1uU1u1&~ uy8u22gubu2!
1^0uU1u1&@~x8!*y82ga*b#1^1uU1u0&@x8~y8!*
2gab*#50. ~44!
If we chose
S eif 00 e2ifD ~45!
with f50 and f5p/2 ~which means g51) then we get two
equations and with the resulting condition
ux8u5uau and uy8u5ubu. ~46!
Now we chose two matrices from the set B to determine g.
From Eq. ~44! we then find that
a*~12g !ubu21b~x8*y82a*bg !50, ~47!
2This remark is relevant because for the case of four orthogonal
transformations the following argument does not hold, because we
assume that ux& is independent of U, which only needs to hold
when one wishes to teleport nonorthogonal transformations.6-9
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as coefficients in front of eif and e2if have to vanish. As
a , b , and g are fixed, we can now only vary a and b . We
know that ux¯ &, and therefore g, do not depend on the choice
of a and b . To determine g let us now choose a special case,
namely, a50. In that case we see from Eq. ~48! that
b*x8y8*50 ~49!
and therefore from Eq. ~47! we find
a*~12g !50. ~50!
Now we can consider three cases.
~a! aÞ0,bÞ0: Then g51.
~b! uau51. Then g50, but in that case the sets A and B
are identical and we already know the optimal protocol.
~c! ubu51. Again we know the optimal protocol already.
Therefore, we only need to consider the case where ugu
51 and aÞ0,bÞ0. Then we have that x8*y85a*b . Divid-
ing both sides by ux8u2 gives
y8
x8
5
a*b
ux8u2
5
a*b
uau2
5
b
a
. ~51!
This implies
u0&uF0&1u1&uF1&5
1
b
~au0&1bu1&)uF1&. ~52!
As the state uc& is general, this implies that G1 is a state
transfer from Bob to Alice and the resource cost is two bits
from Bob to Alice. If we only wish to expend one bit from
Bob to Alice, then this is not a valid option and we can then,
therefore, say that, in general, G1 will produce an entangled
state.
Step 2. Now we can assume that there is a state uc& such
that G1 acting on ux&uc1& generates an entangled state. Let
us now make a basis change such that we can write
G1ux&uc1&5ru0&u0&1su1&u1&. ~53!
Now we have to show that when a U from any of the sets A
or B acts on one half of the state ~53!, it is not possible to
find a G2 ~unless either uau51 or ubu51) such that
G2~U ^ 1~ru00&1seifu11&)5US 1 00 eifD uc&uxU&,
~54!
G2~ru00&1seihu11&)5US 1 00 eihD uc&ux&. ~55!
First, we note again that the state ux& cannot depend on f or
h , as otherwise the transformation G2 would not be linear.
However, it may depend on the choice of U. Now let us take
the scalar product between Eqs. ~54! and ~55!. Again G2
drops out due to its unitarity and if we use g5^xUux&51,
we find042316uru2a1usu2ei(f2h)a*5~auau21a*ubu2ei(f2h)
1ba*beif2b*ab*e2ih!
~56!
or
~ uru22uau2!a1~ usu22ubu2!ei(f2h)a*2ba*beif
1b*ab*e2ih50 ~57!
for all f ,h . This implies that
uru22uau25usu22ubu250 and ba*b50. ~58!
Because both r and s are nonzero, we find that also a and b
are nonzero, which implies that b50 @11#. Therefore the
only two possible values for a and b are uau51 and ubu51
and this finishes the proof.
VII. TRADE-OFF IN RESOURCES
The results of the preceding section allows us to establish
the uniqueness of the two teleportable sets, which arise in
Sec. IV as the two possible cases where the transmission of
just one bit from Alice to Bob was sufficient to design a
protocol for perfect remote implementation. It should be
stressed that the procedure works independently of which
particular subset the transformation belongs to. Imagine now
that Alice is given the promise that her apparatus can imple-
ment transformations within a particular subset, for instance,
any unitary transformation that commutes with the action of
the Pauli operator sz . In other words, she is provided with a
machine that can implement arbitrary rotations around the z
axis. As before, the aim is to implement remotely any such
transformation on Bob’s side, provided that he may hold a
qubit state in an arbitrary state uc&b . We will show in the
following that a variation of the protocol discussed in Sec. III
allows the implementation of an arbitrary rotation on Bob’s
side consuming just one e-bit and one c-bit in each direction.
In contrast, BQST would consume one e-bit and two c-bits
per state-teleportation step. We start with Alice and Bob shar-
ing an e-bit, which for concreteness we assume to be the
maximally entangled state uf&AB
1
. Bob holds a qubit system
in an arbitrary state uf&b5au0&b1bu1&b . We carry out the
same local operations on Bob’s side described in Sec. III A,
that is, a controlled-NOT between Bob’s qubits with the un-
known state acting as the control qubit followed by a projec-
tive measurement of the target qubit in the computational
basis. This sequence consumes one c-bit from Bob to Alice
and ends up with both parties sharing the, in general, par-
tially entangled, state au00&AB1bu11&AB . Alice now applies
the operation Ucom onto her qubit followed by a Hadamard
transformation. No extra shared entanglement will be re-
quired. The global ~unnormalized! state of the distributed
system after this action can be written as-10
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5u0&A~aau0&B1ba!u1&B)1u1&A~aau0&B2ba!u1&B)
5u0&A@aU~ u0&B!1bU~ u1&B)]1u1&A@aU~ u0&B!
2bU~ u1&B)]. ~59!
A projective measurement in the computational basis on Al-
ice’s side yields a collapsed state on Bob’s side, which is
either the correct transformed state by Ucom , whenever the
measurement outcome is u0&A , or a state that can be locally
transformed into the correct one ~Fig. 2!. If the measurement
outcome is u1&A , all Bob has to do is apply the correcting
operation sz . Bob needs to know the measurement outcome
of Alice’s measurement and therefore a further c-bit is con-
sumed in the second part of the protocol. The complete pro-
tocol is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Identical results follow if Alice is given the promise that
the transformation U anticommutes with sz . The only dif-
ference is that Bob gets the correct transformed state via the
application of different correction steps, sx for outcome u0&A
and szsx for outcome u1&A .
The explicit construction of a protocol that achieves the
remote implementation of any unitary operation of the form
Uc or Ua proves that consuming one e-bit and one c-bit in
each direction is sufficient. The necessity can be derived
from the following argument. Assume that we can teleport
any transformation U, which either commutes or anticom-
mutes with sz . We can then assume that we could also
implement any controlled U of that form and, in particular,
we could implement a controlled-NOT operation. But it is
known that the nonlocal implementation of a controlled-NOT
requires one e-bit and two classical bits in each direction @9#,
therefore the protocol we have described is optimal.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
We have analyzed the problem of performing quantum
remote control of a state. The principles of nonincrease of
entanglement under LQCC and the impossibility of superlu-
minal communication allows one to establish lower bounds
on the amount of entanglement and the classical communi-
cation cost of a universal remote-control protocol: Alice and
Bob need to share at least two e-bits and need to communi-
cate no less than two c-bits from Alice to Bob and one c-bit
from Bob to Alice. This asymmetry in the communication
cost opens the possibility of a different strategy than resort-
ing to BQST. While the protocol cannot work perfectly for
an arbitrary transformation on a qubit, we have shown here
FIG. 3. Quantum circuit illustrating the protocol for the remote
implementation of Ucom on the state of Bob’s qubit. Symbolic rep-
resentations as in Fig. 1.042316that there are restricted sets of teleportable operations, i.e.,
operations that can be implemented remotely consuming less
overall resources than BQST. Remarkably, up to a local
change of basis, only two teleportable subsets exist: Arbi-
trary rotations around a fixed direction nW , and p rotations
about an arbitrary direction lying in a plane orthogonal to nW .
We end by describing a possible experimental scenario
where the ideas we have developed could be demonstrated.
From the practical point of view, the most challenging re-
quirement arises from the distribution of a highly entangled
state between two remote parties. Nevertheless, theoretical
proposals have been made for establishing a maximally en-
tangled state of two separate trapped ions, each one sur-
rounded by an optical cavity @12#. Let us then assume that a
maximally entangled state can be created using these tech-
niques. In addition, Bob’s cavity holds a second ion initially
prepared in a state that for simplicity we will suppose to be
an equally weighted superposition of levels u0& and u1&.
Transformations that either commute or anticommute with
the action of sz can be easily realized by means of irradiat-
ing Alice’s particle with laser light with a suitable value of
the ratio D/V , where D is the detuning from the atomic
transition u0&→u1& and V is the laser Rabi frequency. Ap-
plying the protocol described in Sec. VII leads to Bob hold-
ing a state of the form
uc&5
1
2 ~ u0&1e
2iqu1&), ~60!
where q will be a function of the laser parameters. There-
fore, a subsequent measurement of Bob’s particle in the
u6& basis yields a probability for the ion to be found in the
u1& state,
P u1&5
11cos q
2 . ~61!
In other words, under repeated measurements following laser
irradiations of different duration on Alice’s side, Bob’s par-
ticle, in a remote location, will exhibit Ramsey fringes. This
effect is a nice illustration of how quantum nonlocality can
be exploited and should lie among the near future experi-
mental capabilities in quantum optics. Applications in
quantum-communication protocols are foreseeable.
Note added. Recently, we have learned of related results
obtained independently by Chui-Ping Yang and J. Gea-
Banacloche @13# and by B. Reznik, Y. Aharonov, and B. Gro-
isman @14#.
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Here we give the proof that states uc& and uc’& can be
found to satisfy Eqs. ~26! and ~27! for ^cuc’&50 and
^fuf8&Þ0. We drop the superscripts (n),(m) from the op-
erators in these equations and diagonalize the unimodular
product U2
†U1,
U2
†U1ul6&5ei(g6l)ul6&
for real g and l . Note that lÞ0,p ,2p , . . . for otherwise
U2
†U156(ul1&^l1u1ul2&^l2u), which is proportional to
the identity, and so the operators would be trivially related,
U256U1 forcing uf& and uf8& to be orthogonal. Let
uc&5~ ul1&1ul2&)/A2,
uc’&5~ ul1&2ul2&)/A2, ~A1!042316then from Eq. ~26!
U2
†uf&5U2
†U1uc&5eig~eilul1&1e2ilul2&)/A2
from which we find
uf&5U2eig~eilul1&1e2ilul2&)/A2. ~A2!
From Eq. ~27! we also have
U2uc’&5uf8&. ~A3!
Thus from Eqs. ~A2!, ~A3!, and ~A1! we get
^f8uf&5^c’uU2
†U2eig~eilul1&1e2ilul2&)/A2
5ieig sin~l!,
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